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INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT
In order to Improve the prediction of rotor performance with the
comprehensive rotO< code R85 (1 ), special effort hcs been
made to take torsion deformations of the blades Into account.

In order to Improve the prediction of rotor performance with the
comprehensive rotor code R85 (1) special effort hcs been
made to take Into account torsion deformations of the blades.

In the soft blade version of R85. the blade defO<matlon is
approached by a modal summation; each made Is described
both by ~s components In flexion (lead ·lag and flap) and In
torsion.

Up to now. torsion moment has been obtained by force
Integration. but torsion deformation 'NOS not taken Into account
In the calculations. Hov.tever. since the torsion angle of an
helicopter blade can be Important (several degrees) and
therefore not only creates torsion moment but also Induces
flapwise and chordwlse bending moments. it must be included
In an overall approach.

This method Is original In the sense that It does not artificially
treat torsion on one side and flexion on the other, recombining
them to get the overall deformation : torsion and flexion are
fully coupled as far as modes are concerned.

In order to minimize the number of unknowns, the equations of
motion are 'Written In an energetic approach instead of a force.
balance one :
lagrange equations are solved anci the blade deformation Is
obtained thereof. Since this way of resolution allows to account
for both flexion and torsion behcvlour of the blade. some
reciprocal Influence of flexion and torsion Is Included even If
no coupling terms appear In the simplified elastic model used
(Houbolt and Brooks (Ref 2)).
Validating calculations shew a pretty good behaviour of the
model. In this paper, comparisons with experiments will be
thoroughly discussed. Effects of torsion to correlate the soft -Intorsion blade ROSOH experiments, w~ Iorge tip deflexlons. will
be Illustrated. Improvements obtained through the •FUMA RAE
flight test workshcp" (USA - GB - AUSTRALIA - FRANCE) by
combining torsion and no· straight geometry In R85. mainly on
local parameters (C 1M 2) and moments (flapping, torsion. leadlag) wiH also be shown.

• THIS WORK WAS SPONSORED BY DRET (FRANCE)

The method presented here Is original in the sense that It does
not treat torsion on one side and flexion on the other before
recombining them to get the whole deformation :
torsion and flexion are fully coupled In the modes used to solve
the energetic equations of rotor deformations.

After a brief presentation of the theoretical approach.
comparisons between calculations, flight tests performed on
the FUMA RAE and wind tunnel tests on ROSOH soft- in-torsion
experimental rotor will be thoroughly discussed.

2

THEORETICAL APPROACH

2. 1 Model for deformation
In the soft blade version ofthe R85 code. the deformation oft he
blade Is described as the displacement of the reference axis
of the blade (1. e .. flexion deformation). followed by a rotation
around the deformed axis (1. e., torsion deformation). Assuming
that a section remains f"K>fmal to the reference axis and that
there Is no extension of this axis, the deformation can be
completely defined by three rotation angles (Figure 1). The first
two ones <l>y (the local out-of-plane deformation angle) and
<l>z the local In- plane deformation angle) give the total flexion
deformation ; the third one Ot Is the local torsion angle.
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The torsion moment Is expressed as :

In the expression of the moments. only the main terms have
been kept, which completely decoup/es torsion and flexion as
for as the elastic model Is concerned.

FIGURE 1 , FLEXION DEFORMATION OF
THE REFERENCE AXIS OF THE BLADE

Using the relation between the rotation angles ¢y and 1>z and
the displacements of the reference axis. yields :

In practice. the reference axis Is represented by a serle of rigid

segments (Figure 2). At each rigid segment Is assoclatec :
. a local flexion frame.
· a rigid element of the blade that can rotate around the
x')]·axls of the local reference frame.

The deformation In flexion Is given by the rotation angles 11¢yl
and 11¢zl of each segment In the reference frame of the
prececlng one.
y

2.3 Resolution
To describe the blade displacement with a low number of
unkflOIN'S. a modal summation Is used :each mode Is described
both by tts components In flexion (lead -lag and flap) and In
tOf'slon.

FIGURE 2: MODEUZATION OF THE DEFORMATION OF
THE REFERENCE AXIS OF THE BLADE
The torsion rotation Is not applied to the reference frame, but

only to the rigid elements of the blade assoclatec with each
segment. In this modellzatlon. the torsion does not act on the
reference axis. This allo'N'S the use of an elastic model without
coupling terms between torsion and flexion.

The direction of the elastic axis under flexion Is then computed
step by step along the spon.
The equations of motion are VJrltten In an energetic approach
Instead of a force· balance one.
lagrange equations are solved and the blade deformation is

obtalnec thereof :

2.2 Madel tor elasticity
The approach Is derived from the one descrlbec by Houbolt
and Brooks (2). valid for slender beams. The main assumption
Is the no· 'NOrplng assumption :
each section remains normal to the elastic axis after deformation
and the elastic axis Is unvarlant by any torsion rotation. The
pitch axis ot the blade, used as the reference axis. Is often very
close to the elastic oxls. To simplify. they are supposed to be
same. Assuming that there Is no stretching along the spon (1. e .•
no radial deformation). the displacement of the elastic axis
under flexion can be expressed In function of the local

out~ of~

plane and In-plane deformation angles. ¢y and ¢ 2 • To link
strains and defOfmatJons. the Hooke law Is used (valid only for
small linear elastic deformations of an isotropic material

without creeping ) :

The resultant moments are then obtalnec. developplng the
expression of the deformation 'Yrr at any point of the section for
the first order in ¢y and ¢ 2 • by Integration of the strain field on
the section.
This leads to :

Mz ~ En<¢'z

T : kinetic energy
U : potential energy
Q : generalized force

In this methOd, no further approximation Is made to compute
the kinetic energy and Its derivatives, and the inertial forces. All
these terms are obtained through the real characteristics of
each element of the blade. and the motion of the blade; no
generalized characteristics of the blade are used.

In pratlce. a low number of modes (less than 10) Is enough to
have a good approximation of blade deformations and
stresses (see § 3).
As stated above. this method does net artificially treat torsion
on one side and flexion on the other before recombining them

to get the overall deformation. Torsion and flexion are fully
coupled through the kinetic energy and aerodynamic forces
calculation. despite the lack of coupling terms in the expresslon of the potential energy.

3

+ 0'¢yl

geometric twist
angle between geometric frame and elastic frame of the
section
torsion angle

APPLICATION

3.1 Validation on the PUMA RAE workshop
A workshop Involving the U.S.A.• France. Great Britain and
Australia gave the opportunity to all four nations to l.<llldate and
compere their rotor COdes for aeroelastlclty to flight tests
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performed on an AS 330 PUMA hellcopter equipped with
different tip blade shapes Including the BERP style planform
shape (Ref. 3) at RAE Bedford. The cades selected were
CAMRAD run by Australia, CAMRAD/JA (U.S.A.), RAE/WHL (G.B.).
and R85 (France).

approach : mathematically, five harmonic basic functions
cannot approach an 8/rev (about) oscillatory function which
besides. Is obviOL.Isly not COO(infinltely derivable). Therefore. the
Lagrangian resolution. \fo.lhen converged thus. guarantees to get
the same integral of the moment. either calculated fiom force
Integration or modal curvatures approach (energetic approach).

At the time of the comparisons (1990). torsion moment VIOS
calculated by force Integration In R85 while flatwise and
edgewfse bending moments were obtained from the modal
curvatures method. In the followtng. tOI'slon moments and
deflections come from the modal curv~tures method.
developped above.

Such a behaviour of the modal approach would be found also
when having concentrated masses leading to local
discontinuities : the modal approach would smoothen the
effects.
Figure 4 shoVJS comparisons on the osclllatOfy edgewise
bending moment at p. -0.4. Same comments as just above can
be made for the inner part and the sharpest peak.

Moreover. to calculate the aerodynamic loads. the METAR
vortex klttlce method ts cOL.Ipled to a geometric blade rurvatUfe
option In order to take Into account S'.'lept tip effects.
Figure 3 shoiNS comparisons on the oscillatOI'y flatwise bending
moment. at the advance ratio p. - 0.4 . between force
Integration and modal curvature methods. A typical 3/rev
signal emerges from calculations. Their comparative results are
pretty much the same. except tor the Inner part of the blade.
tt must be painted out that the Inner 10% of the span have not
been drawn on figures out In order to keep adequate comparatlve scales : Indeed. the modal approach Is unable to
reproduce high concentrated variations of stresses such as
those encountered when passing through the different rotor
links. with a limited number of modes.

FIGURE 4a) , OSCIUATORY CHORDWISE BEND/1'18 MOMENT
COEFFICIENT' MODAL CURVATURES APPROACH
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FIGURE 3a), OSCJUATORY FlATVvlSE BENDIN8 MOMENT COEFFICIENT: MODAL CURVATURES APPROACH

FIGURE 4b), OSCJUATORY CHORDWISE BENDI/113 MOMENT
COEFFICIENT' FORCE INTEGRATION APPROACH
Figure 5 shows torsions comparisons : the convergence here
between both calculations is remarkable. proovlng the total
coherence between the kinematic and the elastic models.
Figures 6. 7 and 8 show correlations between experiments and
the different codes on 20 radial cross sections at 56.5 % R for
the flatwise bending moment. 55 % R for the edgewise bending
moment and the torsion moment.

FIGURE 3b), OSCIUATORY FlATVvlSE BENDIN8 MOMENT
COEFFICIENT, FORCE INTEGRATION APPROACH

In this calculation. 9 modes have been used : 5 flap ones. 3 lag
ones and the first torsion one. All soft mooles are fully coupled.

The example ot the oscillatory tlatwlse bending moment near
the last link Illustrates quite well the limits of the modal

All cades well predict the flatwlse bending moment. though
R85 and CAMRAD/JA have a weaker dynamic response In the
retreating side (270• - 360•). For the chordwlse bending
moment, If R85and CAMRAD/JAglvethe4/revslgnal measured
during experiments. the phase for R85 Is not accurate on the
advancing side and none of the cooles could predict the
amplttude of the signal. This was attributed to a bad modellzatlon
ot the dynamic characteristics of the hydraulic damper.
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FIGURE Sa), OSCILlATORY TORSION MOMENT COEFFIOENT,
MODAL CURVATURES APPROACH

FIGURE 7, CHARD'MSE BENDING MOMENT
COMPARISONS AT r/R =55 %

FIGURE 5b)' OSOUATORY TORSION MOMENT COEFFICIENT,
FORCE INTEGRATION APPROACH

2000

FIGURE 8 ' TORSION MOMENT COMPARISONS AT r/R = 55 %

Figure 9 presents correlations on the 1itt CCzM2) In the outer part
of the blade (r/R- 0.92 and r/R- 0.97) between R85 and the
experiments. anc:l shovvs Improvements from a basic version of
the code to a sophisticated one. The basic version is the
following:
~

external coupling between R85 and the induced velocities
calculated by METAR.
no torsion effects.
no geometrical curvature effects.
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FIGURE 6 , FLATWISE BENDING MOMENT
COMPARISONS AT r/R= 569%
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In the end. the torsion moment. though not well predicted by
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any code. shows a dominant onetrev excitation. The modifi-

cations brought to R85 (see above) led to this comparative
prediction of the torsion moment obtained from the modal
curvature approach. If the R85 signal Is still poor In high
harmonics, some excitation emerges anyv.A:Jy.
Because of the lack of dynamic response on the advancing
side. the lift curve as a function of the azlmut has been
Investigated.
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performed on an AS 330 PUMA helicopter equipped with
different tip blade shapes Including the BERP style planform
shape (Ref. 3) at RAE Bedford. The cades selected were
CAMRADrun by Australia, CAMRAD/JA (U.S.A.). RAE!WHL (G.B.),
and R85 (France).

approach : mathematically. five harmonic basic !unctions
cannot approach an 8/rev (about) oscillatory function which
besides. is obviously not C'(lnfinitely derivable). Therefore. the
Lagrangian resolution. 'Wtlen converged thus. guarantees to get
the same Integral of the moment. either calculated from force
Integration Of mcx:::lal curvatures approach (energetic approach).

At the time of the comparisons (1990), torsion moment 'W'Os
calculated by force Integration In R85 while flatwlse and
edgewise bending moments were obtained from the modal
curvatures method. In the following. tOfsion moments and
deflections come from the modal curvatures method.
developped above.
·

SUch a behaviour of the modal approach would be found also
when having concentrated masses leading to local
discontinuities : the modal approach would smoothen the
effects.
Figure 4 sho'W'S comparisons on the oscillatory edgewise
bending moment at JL-0.4. same comments as just above can
be made fO< the inner part and the sharpest peck.

Moreover. to calculate the aerodynamic lorods. the METAR
vortex lattice method Is coupled to a geometric blade OJrvature
option In order to take into account swept tip effects.
Figure 3 shoiNS comparisons on the oscillatory flatwise bending
moment. at the advance ratio I' - 0.4 • between force
integration and modal curvature methods. A typical 3/rev
signal emerges from calculations. Their comparative results are
pretty much the same, except for the Inner part of the blade.
~must be pointed out that the Inner 10% of the span have not
been drawn on figures out In order to keep adecuate comparatlve scales : Indeed, the modal approach Is unable to
reproduce high concentrated variations of stresses such as
those encountered when passing through the different rotor
links. ~h a llm~ed number of modes.

FIGURE 4o) , OSCIUATORY CHORDVv1SE 8ENDII\G MOMENT
COEFFICIENT' MODAL CUINATURES AFPROACH
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FIGURE 3a), OSCIUATORY FLAT'WISE 8ENDII\G MOMENT COEFFI·
C/ENT, MODAL CUINATURES AFPROACH
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FIGURE 4b), OSCIUATORY CHORDWISE BENDII\G MOMENT
COEFFICIENT' FORCE INTEGRATION AFPROACH
Figure 5 shows torsions comparisons : the convergence here
between both calculations Is remarkable, proovlng the total
coherence between the kinematic and the elastic models.
Figures 6. 7 and 8 show correlations between experiments and
the different codes on 20 radial cross sections at 56.5% R for
the flatwise bending moment. 55% R for the edgewise bending
moment and the torsion moment.

FIGURE 3b), OSCIUATORY FLA1W1SE 8ENDII\G MOMENT
COEFFICIENT, FORCE INTEGRATION AFPROACH

In this calculation. 9 modes have been used : 5 flap ones. 31ag
ones and the lim torsion one. All soft modes O<e fully coupled.

The example of the oscillatory flatwlse bending moment near
the last link Illustrates quite well the limits of the modal

All cades well predict the flatwlse bending moment. though
R85 and CAMRAD/JA have a weaker dynamic response In the
relreating side (270• - 360·). For the chardwise bending
moment .If R85 and CAMRAD/JA give the 4/rev signal measured
during experiments. the phase for R85 Is not accurate on the
ad""nclng side and none of the cades could predict the
amplltudeoftheslgnal. ThlswasatiTibuted too bad modellzatlon
of the dynamic characteristics of the hydraulic damper.
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FIGURE 5o), OSCIUATORY TORSION MOMENT COEFFICIENT,
MODAL CUINATURES APPROACH

FIGURE 7, CHARDWISE BENDING MOMENT
COMPARISONS AT r/R = 55 %
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FIGURE 8 ' TORSION MOMENT COMPARISONS AT r/R = 55 %

Figure 9 presents correlations on the lift <CzM2J in the outer part
of the blade (r/R- 0.92 and r/R- 0.97) between R85 and the
experiments, and shows Improvements from a basic version of
the code to a sophisticated one. The basic version Is the

following:
external coupling betv.Jeen R85 and the induced velocities

calculateo by METAR.
no torsion effects.
no geometrical curvature effects.

(l.lS ~.

0.1
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FIGURE 6 , FIAT'MSE BENDING MOMENT
COMPARISONS AT r/R =56. 9 %

harmonics, some excitation emerges anyway.
Because of the lack of dynamic response on the advancing

side, the lift curve as a function ot the azlmut hcs been
lnvestlgateo.
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In the end, the torsion moment. though not well preolcteo by
any code. shows a dominant one/rev excitation. The modlfications txought to R85 (see above) led to this comparative
prediction of the torsion moment obtained from the modal
curvature approoch. If the R85 signal Is still poor In high
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The peak· to- peak Is remarkably ......ell predicted but the analysis
of the hormonlc distribution confirms the fact that R85/METAR
gives more weight to the 1/rev oscillation compared with the
2/rev one as It \4/CIS seen on Figure 10.

FIGURE 9 , R85 IMPROVEMENTS ON LOCAL LIFT
(Cf""')CORREIATIONS
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Mainly, the combination of torsion and no straight geometry In
the calculation allowed to predict the negative peak of lift on
the advancing side (90'). though the phose Is not yet correctly
predicted. Undergoing research tends to assess that an unsteady
model on the lift coefficient Is necessary to reproduce the lag
of phose.
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The ROSOH wind tunnel data base is aimed at allowing
validations on softrotOfs providing large deformations, specially
In tOfsion. Experiments were perfOfmed In Chalals- Meudon
(ONERA) on soft-In-torsion blades eculpped with tabs (0'. 6'.
12°) to Increase torsion deformation artificially (Ref. 4).
Ad\/Once ratio of p.. = 0. p.-= 0.3, 0.35 and 0.4 were investigated.
Figure 10 shows comparative results on torsion deformation at
95 % R obtained by S.P.A. method (ONERA ref. 5). and
computed by R85 using the METAR vortex lattice method to
calculate the incluced velocities and the simple elastic model
described above (§ 2).
This correlation and the following ones. when not expHcitely
mentionned. correspond to the case of p. = 0.4. CT/CJ= 0.075.
tab o·.
Note that. except for the static level (not yet explained). both
experiments and calculations show a dynamic torsion
deformation up to 2'75. R85 well predicts the deformation on
the advancing side (0' - 180') but still lacks of dynamic
response on the retreating side. Moreover, R85 gives a lag of
phase for the peak at 280~. 'Nhereas experiments record it at
240~ : this Is certainly due to the Inflow modeL currently
defective In the retreating side because of its prescibed wake.
Table (1) gives correlations on the harmonic analysis of tip
blade torsion deformation :
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3.2 Validation on ROSOH (soft In torsion rotor for helicopter)
experimental program
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FIGURE 10, COMPARATIVE RESULTS ON TORSION
DEFORMATION, 95 % R

Figures 11, 12 and 13 show correlations on the hormonic
analysis of torsion moment (Figure 11 ). fla1w!se bending mo ·
ment (Figure 12) and chordwise bending moment (Figure 13).
Once more. the remarkable convergence between moments
calculated by force -Integration and those calculated from
modal curvatures Is a proof of efficiency and robustness of the
method described all along this paper.
Results obtained agree reasonably well with experiments.
except for some high harmonics. But here, the values of strains
recorded are of the level of experimental precision and those
calculated of the level of computational accuracy.
To end with. a case with very large torsion deformations Is
computed and compared with experiments :
If. once more, the s~s peak to- peak-torsion deformation is
well predicted. calculations amplify the 1/rev response.
disregarding the 2/rev response. For such an extreme case. the
lack of 2/rev in the torsion response of the code Is undoubtfull.
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FIGURE 11 : CORRElATIO('.S ON THE HARMONIC ANALYSIS:
TORSION MOMENT
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CHORO'MSE BENDING MOMENT
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Improvements of the soft- blade version of the R85 code allows
to account for both flexion and torsion deformations. These
modlflcatlons were done. keeping the modal approach for
the mathematical treatment of the deformation, and the
energetic approach for the resolution of the physical problem.
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• • • EXPERIMENTS
--R85 MODAL CURVATURE APPROACH
--·R65 FORCE INTEGRATION APPROACH

Validating calculations show a pretty good behaviour or the
model. Effects of torsion to correlate the soft-In ·torsion blade
ROSOH experiments wlth large tip deflections have been
Illustrated. Improvements obtained through the PUMA RAE
flight tests workshop, by combining torsion and no- sl!olghl

FIGURE 12: CORRElATfO('.S ON THE HARMONIC ANALYSIS:
FlA1Wr$E BENDING MOMENT
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geometry, mainly on local parameters (C 1 M 2) ar.d moments
have also been shown.
Although further improvements need to be brought in order to
predict very large torsion deformations better, the R85 code is
now up- to- date to develop new generations of rotors.
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